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PREFACE
This publication was originally issued as a final report for a segment of an American
Revolution Bicentennial project funded jOintly by the Island Resources Foundation,
the American Revolution Bicentennial Administration, and the National Trust for
Historic Preservation in the United States. As initiated and coordinated by the
Foundation, the project effort, entitled "The Caribbean and the American Revolution", was designed to complete a preliminary inventory of Caribbean historic
sites, with the majority of the sites surveyed dating from the eighteenth century
and, specifically, the era of the American Revolution.
The regional inventory was launched early in 1976, and during the following year
over 100 historic landmarks on ten West Indian islands were surveyed, documented,
and photographed, utilizing a uniform registry format designed for the region.
Endorsement of the project was received from the Caribbean Conservation Association in Barbados; and, additionally, active participants included the Antigua Historical, Recreational Sites and Conservation Commission, the Barbados National
Trust, the Grenada Historical Society, the Jamaica National Trust Commission, la
Societe d'Histoire de la Martinique, the Society for the Restoration of Brimstone
Hill in St. Kitts, and the St. Vincent National Trust. Supporting funds and services were also provided by the St. Eustatius Bicentennial Committee of the American Revolution, the St. Lucia National Trust, the Grenada Tourist Board, the
Jamaica Tourist Board, and the St. Kitts-Nevis Tourist Board.
As the inventory process drew to a close in 1976, it became increasingly apparent
that the survey effort needed to be placed within the larger context of Caribbean
historic site preservation; thus, a report was prepared and issued in early 1977
to provide a detailed review of preservation efforts in the region since the turn
of the century and an analysis of the primary problems which confront preservationists in the West Indies.
Response to the unpublished 1977 report, issued as "Status Report: Historic Preservation in the Caribbean," was overwhelming in terms of our ability to fulfill requests for the document. Therefore, the Foundation has determined to publish a
slightly up-dated version of the earlier report, including graphics and an expanded
. bibliography. We wish we could report that substantive initiatives have been taken
in the interim to implement several of the recommendations which appear in the final
section of this publication. But -- as in 1976 -- the historic and cultural resources of the Caribbean remain very much an endangered part of not only the West
Indian landscape but of the region's historical legacy.
In preparation of this publication, I wish to particularly acknowledge the assistance of J. Alexandra Tarr, preservation architect, who worked with the Island Resources Foundation in completion of the 1976 preliminary inventory. Ms. Tarr visited and provided technical assistance to cooperating West Indian historical organizations in implementation of the survey, worked with Foundation staff in the final
development of the inventory sheets which now comprise the basis of the preliminary
Caribbean inventory, and assisted in the development of the initial report. George
F. Tyson, Jr., Director of History and Culture Programs at the Foundation, also
provided invaluable counsel and documentary resource materials, and Mary Anne Olsen
provided layout assistance in the preparation of this publication.
Judith A. Towle
February 1978
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
Beginning with Columbus, "continental powers"
sought control of the islands of the Caribbean,
as outposts of imperial expansion, as waystations on voyages between continents, as pawns
in warfare and diplomacy, and as exploitable
possessions. Within this context, the historical legacy of the region has been a patchwork
of shifting sovereignties, fluctuating boundaries, and fragmented colonial ties which linked
the islands to the ambitions of continental nations.
It is a legacy, moreover, enriched by
scores of dramatic episodes evolving within the
environs of each tiny, gem-like island fragment
and which survives, in part, in the form of hundreds of historic buildings, fortifications,
monuments, and sites scattered among several
dozen islands in the region. 1/ These monuments,
some which exist only as ruins, have too long
been neglected, but a new imperative to preserve and protect extant cultural and historical resources is emerging throughout the region.
It is an imperative which is increasingly attracting the attention of islanders
and their mainland counterparts. As Ricardo
Alegria, former Director of the Institute of
Puerto Rican Culture, noted more than a decade
ago, it springs from the need "to gain more
knowledge of ourselves and our history, and
to develop more pride in our national heritage. ~/
However, the imperatives of economic development are also at work, and the island societies
of the region are confronted by unprecedented
pressures on land, on local cultural patterns,
on island value systems, and on the natural and
built environment. These pressures are no less
evident in historic preservation planning than
they are in natural resource management, and
the region's unique and distinctive historical
and architectural resources are in real danger.
It is urgent, therefore, that significant steps
be taken immediately to encourage not only a
systematic inventory and assessment of surviving Caribbean historic sites, buildings, and
monuments, but also to develop a regional register of these sites as a prerequisite step
leading to a coordinated management and technical assistance plan. As a segment of this
effort, we have attempted herein to present a
comprehensive report on the status of historic
preservation in the small islands of the east-

1/ FOfL the pWLpO-6e-6 06
1h.L6 pubUc..a;Uo n, we
have 60c.u,oed OWL fLe.0 n the. -6 rna..li if., fan d-6 0 -6 th e. L e-6 -6 e.fL

mcuzJu

Antille.an afLc.hipe.fago,
wah .the adcU.:t[o n 0 6
JamcUc.a whic.h c.an be
c.fO-6uy Unfzed by i l l
c.ofoniaf pMt and national pefL-6pective to
the eMtefLn CaJi.J.bbean.

2/ PfLoc.eeding-6, EMtefLn
Cafllbbean Co 11-6 efLvation
Con 6efLenc.e , he£.d at
Canee£. Bay Pfantation,
St. John, U.S. VifLgin
1-6fand-6, Oc.tobefL 1-4,
1965 (St. Tho~, U.S.
VifLgin 1-6fand-6: CatLibbean Re.oeafLc.h 111-6titute, CoUege 06 the
VifLgin 1-6fand-6, 1967),
p. 204.
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ern Caribbean, examining past efforts, current
programs, and outlining those regional needs
which must be confronted if these important resources are to survive and take their proper
place as elements within a new Caribbean society that is confident of the future because it
understands its past.

West Indian Town House.!
Basseterre, St. Kitts. I
Meriting protection as!
an his to ric dis t ric t ,
the old town section :
of Basseterre contains j
many nineteenth century buildings, with
few intrusions.
Photo CfLe.cU.t:
ChatLlotte F. Blum.
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ELEMENTS OF CARIBBEAN ARCHITECTURE
Architectural development in the region (particlarly that in the former British West Indian colonies) has generally been characterized by three
distinct periods of development 3/: a) the period of colonization and settlement (until approx..,
imately the mid-eighteenth century) during which
time few buildings of architectural consequence
were constructed; b) the second lasting until the
mid-nineteenth century, a period of maturity and
economic development in which building took place
on a grander scale, with forms inevitably borrowed and adapted from European architectural
models; and c) the years of decl ine following emancipation and the establishment of a Free Trade
Policy (both of which undermined the previous
prosperity of the islands), a period which has
witnessed an indifference not only in the quality of contemporary building but often an indifference to what had been built of quality during
the previous years.
But architectural historians who have so classified the development of building forms in the region are speaking from a "continental" point of
reference, with the resultant "classification"
being defined entirely in terms of the rise and
fall of the planter class and the sugar economy.
Such a perspective or emphasis can neglect the
significant development within the region of a
Caribbean architectural "vernacular" or style
which has, in effect, resulted in a "creolization" of European architectural styles. Jamaica,
perhaps more than other former British colonies
in the region, seems cognizant of such architectural implications, for it was Jamaican historian and former Secretary and Librarian of the
Institute of Jamaica, Frank Cundall, who wrote
as early as 1915 about the utilization of distinctively local building standards in the construction of many eighteenth century Jamaican
buildings. 4/ Later, in 1951, when reporting on
his tour of the British Wes t Indies on behalf of
the Georgian Group and the British Colonial Offi~e, Angus Acworth indicated that Jamaican architecture had

developed on distinct lines of its own, so
that by 1846 there was to all intents and
purposes a Jamaican style, a "vernacular,"
which though largely forgotten in the past
hundred years is still recognisable in contemporary buildings of which the designers
have looked at home rather than abroad for
inspiration. §j

3/ AngU6 Ac.woJr.:th, BlLil.dAfLe.hiteetulwl OfL
Ing.6
R,utoJue. 1nteJ1.ut 1n the
BfL1:t1J., h Wut I nd1e.6
(London: R1.6 Majuty'~
S;ta;tJ..o neJ1.y 06 Me. e , 19 5 1,
fLepf1.inted by J 0 h~ 0 n RepJUnt COfLpofLwon in 1970),
pp. 2-3. BaJtbado~ might
be an exe.eption to t~
pattefLn M the gfLeatUt
epoe.h 06 ma~ion blLil.cUng
on that ~tand began wUh
the utabwhment o-6.6UgaIL M the rrrUn e.Mh e.fLOP
and .6 OUfLe.e 0 -6 the ~tand ' .6
wealth andpfL~tige (about
1650) to a pefLlod teILm-Lnating about 1700 wUh the
inc.fLeM e in the numb efL 06
ab.6 entee ptantatio n owneM
who had no ine.ui1Wo n to
invut heavily in hOMu
they would .6 etdom oe.e.upy.

06

4/ See FfLanR Cundatt,
H~tof1.ie. Jamaic.a (New

YOfLli: Joh~on Repf1.int
COfLpotLation, 1971, fLepf1.int 06 1915 edUlon).

5/ Ac.woJr.:th, op. c.U.,

p.
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T.A.L. Concannon, for many years the technical
advisor to the Jamaican National Trust Commission,
has also written about a Jamaican Georgian style
or the development of a Jamaican venacular:

From Georgian-inspired beginnings, architecture in Jamaica, both in the plantation great
house and the humbler village building, developed in a style of its own from which a
recognizable vernacular emerged. §I

6 j T. A • L. Co nc.a.nyl.O n, "T he.
Gll.e.a;t Ha uo e.I.l a b J arrru..c..a., "
in Moll.w CMgill, e.dttOll., Ian Fleming In.tll.oduc..eA Jarmlc..a ( London,
More recently, contemporary historian Edward
1965), p. 123.
Brathwaite characterized eighteenth century Jamaican architecture as often displaying elements
7j Se.e. EciwMd BJtathwad~ of a "creole" blend or creole syle. Jj
The. Ve.vuopmwt on Cll.e.ole.
SOc..ie.t~ in Jamaic..a., 1770 What has produced a "Caribbean" or creole archi-1820 ( xnoll.d, CiMe.ndOn tecture has been the need of islanders to adapt
Pll.e.l.lJ.J, 1971). The. ll.e.adEuropean styles to meet the requirements imposed
e.Jt M aiM ll.e.ne.JtJte.d to
by a tropical environment and insular conditions.
John Vlac..h r J.J ve.ll.y e.xAdaptation to place, combined with a sense of
c..e.ffe.n.t two-paJtt all.freedom indicative of the distance and isolation
tic1e. e.,ntitie.d "The.
of the islands from the mother country, permitted
Shotgun. Houoe.: An
the more unorthodox or innovative designer and
AnJtic..an All.c..hite.c..tWLbuilder in the West Indian colonies to experiat Le.gac..y," Pione.e.ll.
ment with building forms. Local materials and
Ame.Jtic..a, VII, 1 (Jancolor provided new texture, while the climate
uall.y, 1976) and Pioand the inevitability of natural disasters forcne.e,ll. Ame.Jtic..a, vrrr,ed new solutions. In general, one finds through2 (JUly, 1976).
out the region evidence of a Caribbean style
which is a humbler, more restrained version of
imported European designs, a form which evolved
in consideration of climatic requirements, the
availability of limited materials, and a shortage of skilled craftsmen.

8j Conc..annon, op. c..it.

Innovative or adapted features which emerged have
included roof style (such as the bi-partite roof)
designed to resist hurricane forces, louvered
windows and window-coolers (the boxing around
window frames with projecting jalousies which
exclude rain but admit air and light), extensive
use of ballast brick and coral limestone as building materials,' the prominence of the verandah.
T.A.L. Concannon in writing about distintictively Jamaican architectural styles has also pointed out that the "houses were embellished with
simple but decorative fretwork to eaves, bargeboards and balcony railings, which were often adorned with graceful wrought ironwork." !if
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Caribbean architecture embraces several particular building types which, while not confined to
the region, add a distinctive element to the islands' architectural forms. Among these are 1)
the great house, 2) forts and batteries, and 3)
the sugar works.

GREAT HOUSES.
T~e

earliest plantations in the West Indies were
simply large farms, with the main or estate house
being quite modest. As the sugar industry brought
wealth and prosperity to the region and to the
planter class, the estate mansion, symbolic of
upper-class luxury and prestige, assumed a more
elegant appearance, including enlarged proportions and the use of more expensive and solid
construction materials:

rley Hill, one of the
st elegant of Barbadian
lantation houses, built
n the early nineteenth
entury. The site of a
re in 1965, the buildng has remained in ruins
ince. The Government of
rbados has now acquired
the property whi ch has been
urned into a National
Park.

Pho:to CfLet:iU:
J. AlexandfLa TafLfL.

The estate house was usually rectangular, occasionally square, in plan and generally consisted
of two stories .
Initially, these houses were
constructed of wood with local stone foundations
or, if two stories, they /were often of rammed
earth or clay at the lo~er level and of timber
at the upper.
Roofs w~~e covered with slate
tiles brought to the iSlands as ballast or, at
times, with shingles or thatch.
The openings
-- doors and windows -- were louvered or shuttered.
Roof shapes were simple pitched or
square-hipped. As the houses grew larger and
more pretentious, they were built entirely of
stone or masonry, and their facades came more
to resemble the mansions or country estates of
European aristocracy.
Customarily, the original central core was sub-
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sequently expanded by the addition of projecting
symmetrical wings, often having a more refined
and elegant design of Palladian proportions.
The first (ground) floor served as an aboveground storage cellar and cOQlant for the main
floor above. The entrance was usually marked
by a staircase or pair of staircases leading to
the second or main floor, this level comprising
the reception areas and the bedrooms. In some
cases, these rooms were connected via an exterior arched or louvered gallery or corridor, in
others by interior corridors or a central court
which joined the various spaces. The functional
spaces, that is the kitchen and bathing facilities, were in separate structures apart from the
main house.
FORTS AND

9/ See RiC.hCULd PCULe.6,
WCUL and T!Lade in the We.6t
Indle.6, 1739-1763 ( London: FlLanli CM.6 and Co.,
Ltd., 1963) andVavid
BLU.6.6elLet, "The E.tU6ive
Veodand: A Study a nthe
FoJttit\ied Renuge.6 on the
Le.6.6elL An.ti.t.te.6," The
JOMnai. 06 CCULibbean
Hl.6tolLy, Vol. 6 (May
1973), pp. 43-80, nOlLa
nuJttheJt fuc.U6.6ion on CaJtibbean noJttit\iC.atioM.
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BATTERIES.

In the Caribbean, there existed basically three
types of fortifications: coastal batteries
which were only effective against small incursions of privateers or hostile forces; regular
forts which gave protection to the main towns,
entrances to harbors, and to merchant shipping;
and major fortifications which did not necessarily command a strategic point but served as a
final citadel of defense for combatants and,
more importantly, as a place of refuge or retreat for non-combatants in times of hostilities. 9/ It should be noted that warfare was often internally contrived, precipitated by the
presence of a "foreign" population (e.g., the
French inhabitants of English-controlled Grenada)
or took the form of slave insurrections. Therefore, there are fortified places of refuge in
the Caribbean where the guns were si ted not only
to protect the site from sea attack but were also faced to protect the fort from land attack by
internal forces.
Remains of coastal batteries are extensive on all
the islands. Antigua, for example, was heavily
fortified along its coastline. Its many sheltered bays made the island particularly vulnerable to attack, and thus numerous ruins of these
coastal forts survive today. Barbados, on the
other hand, given its location to the south and
east of the Lesser Antilles chain, was a difficult island for enemy forces to reach -- having
to beat against the prevailing winds to reach
it. Therefore, the island was never heavily fortified , and , while remains of some fortifications
can be found, far fewer coastal batteries have
survived there.

Fort Charl es, Nevis, a
landscape characteristic of numerous Caribbean ba tteri esand forts.
Once the main fortification of the island,
Fort Charles now survives as a somber ruin.
The walls which still
stand continue to de'teriorate and are being.
steadily eroded by the
encroaching sea, while
cannon at the site are
subject to pilfering.

Photo CtecU:t:
ChaJr1.otte F. Blum.

Nearly every principal town could boast a fortified harbor for the protection,of its shipping,
e.g., Fort Christian on St. Thomas, Fort Oranje
on St. Eustatius, Fort James on Antigua. Nearly
every island also had a fortress of considerable
size which it regarded as its stronghold or main
strength, such as Brimstone Hill on St. Kitts or
Monks Hill at Antigua. Sometimes these places
of refuge were in the mountains, as they were in
Nevis and Montserrat, or often they stood close
to the sea overlooking a principal harbor as was
the case in St. Lucia (Morne Fortune), St. Vincent (Fort Charlotte), or Grenada (Fort George) .
The major fortifications of the region were built
of massive stone or were an organic extensionof
a cliff wall. They are characterized by the extensive area they occupied and by the complexity
of their lines of defense, e.g., a series of parapets, trenches, drawbridges and gates, as well
as underground caches. Other military sites
were small platforms or batteries, ·and further
included installations for secondary' structures
such as barracks, kitchen, officers' quarters,
hospital, and prison. The latter were basically
rectangular in plan and were one or two stories
high. '
Negro labor and black artisans were heavily relied upon in the construction and maintenance of
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these Caribbean structures, and their skill and
craftsmanship are evident in the remains of the
vario~s fortifications scattered throughout all
the West Indian islands.
THE

SUGAR FACTORY.

These building complexes are of outstanding importance in considering the industrial architecture of the region. Most often erected as a
self-contained, self-sufficient unit, the factory complex was built with separate structures
close to one another for more efficient processing of the sugar cane. The estate house, the
focal point of the plantation's social life, was
located apart from the industrial heart of the
estate, usually on a hill above the compound.
But no less care (in fact, often more care) was
invested in the construction of the sugar-works
buildings than in the building of the great
house, and remnants of factories have survived
throughout the region as examples of considerable architectural achievement and of the islands' prosperity when "sugar was king". Like
fortifications and estate houses, the sugar
factories were built by the slave population,
and these remains survive as their legacy of
toil and skill.

The sugar factory compound consisted of the
mill (usually wind or
horse powered, someti mes steam powered as
shown here), a boil ing
house with tall chimney, a curing house,
distillery, and cooperage.
Photo CJLecU:t:
Chafllo Ue. F. Blum .
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The factory compound usually included a grinding mill (wind or horse powered), a boiling
hous e with tall chimney, a curing house, a rum
distillery, slave quarters, and a cooperage
where equipment and hogsheads (as sugar kegs
were called) were buil t and repaired. On nearly all the drier islands weathered, circular
s tone windmills are to be found on expos ed hi 11 s
and plateaus. Some steam-powered mills are also
evident in the Caribbean, although many plantation owners did not think the steam mill was
worth the expense. Also surviving in the wet
islands are the remains of huge water wheels
which were used to supply power for the sugar
works if the plantation had an available water
supply such as a stream. Water was customarily
fed via a stone aqueduct, and remnants of some
quite elaborate aqueducts can also be found on
several islands, especially Dominica, St. Vincent and Grenada.
To recognize that a Caribbean architectural vernacular has developed in the West Indies is not
to deny that forms and styles from Europe were
extensively imported and then refined to the
tropical setting. Architecture, in a classical
sense, may be said to have arrived in the West
Indies with the colonizers, for very little is
known of what may have existed on the islands
in terms of indigenous architecture prior to
discovery and colonization. It would seem apparent, however, that there were no cultures
which produced the kinds of pre-Columbian monuments and edifices to be found in Mexico or
Central America. Therefore, what is generally
found throughout the West Indies today are relicts only of those styles which were originated in Europe and were transported to and adapted in the New World environment.
Differences in adaptation do exist, however,
and each island tends to reflect the architecture of the parent continental power or powers
which held it. The Spanish colonists in Puerto
Rico, for example, adopted Mediterranean and
moorish forms, the French settlers attempted
to reproduce a miniature Paris or Marseilles,
and the same kind of dominant pattern was applied in the British, Danish, and Dutch islands.
This benign element of cultural imperialism is
especially evident in "town archi tecture". The
towns of Spanish islands are customarily built
around a plaza with public buildings and religious edifices; the streets are generally oriented so that one side always has shade during
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the midday sun. The French towns of the Caribbean possess arcaded walks with residential
spaces above; the main street is along the quay.
Here, there are also to be found squares but
these usually represent green space with no symbolic attachment. English. and Dutch islands
bear similarities in their town plans, with a
rectangular grid street layout or curving narrow streets (when dictated by terrain) and occasional squares or roundabouts containing a
monumen t.
The architectural models utilized generally reflected the designs in vogue in Europe, which,
during the past three centuries, have been

St. John's Church,
Barbados, a gothic
revival structure
with a square tower
or steeple as the
entrance, pointed
arched windows and
entrances, buttresses
and a number of medieval details, such
as the crenillations
on the tower and roo f
edges. Erected in 1836,
the church is an excellent example ofa
European styl e transported to and adapted
in the islands.
Pho;to

COuMe6fj

06 The

BCULbado-6 Nrd-Lo nat TfLUO.t.
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Georgian, Renaissance neoclassical, Baroque, and
then Victorian. These styles were not un~form
ly applied, however. Certain forms of one epoch
were adopted for residences or estates, while another period was considered more appropriate
for a different building type. One usually finds
that fortifications are imitations of medieval
or Renaissance strongholds, with the thick walls
of medieval fortresses or early Renaissance fortified castles. In the British islands, the
churches are Gothic and Baroque, while of a
mission style in the Spanish possessions. Public buildings are large, and neoclassical orders
were preferred and adopted throughout the region
for these structures.
The architectural uniqueness of the region cannot be denied, but the Caribbean's intrinsic
and rich historic site resources are rapidly
being eroded. Natural disasters have taken their
toll -- hurricane, earthquake, fire and flood -and one can only guess at the losses sustained
in Barbados during the hurricanes of 1780 and
1831 or in Basseterre, St. Kitts following the
fires of 1776 or 1867. Human indifference and
the hot, tropical climate have added to the pattern of destruction, a phenom~non unfortunately
accelerated in recent years as heightened economic possibilities have permitted the replacement of the dignified and impressive structures
of yesterday with the careless block and steel
edifices of today.

An abandoned mill,
Antigua, remnants of
Cl; ri ch hi s tori c pas t
too often neglected
throughout the ~~est
Indian islands.

Pho;to Cne.r:iU:
J. Aie.xandJr..a Tann.

\
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SURVEY OF REGIONAL PRESERVATION EFFORTS
In the New World, as in Europe, expanding population, urbanization, natural resource exploitation
and economic development have all contributed to
an erosion of the historic environment. In North
and South America only the more developed and
wealthier nations have been inclined to duplicate
the European commitment to preserve cultural resources, including the built environment. In the
Caribbean, however, while colonial authorities
gave evidence of interest in at least recording
the sites of historic significance, this activity
was not systematic, nor were protective measures
undertaken.
Almost seventy years ago, in 1908, the British
Government appointed a Royal Commission to enumerate and report on the extant historical monuments in England. Subsequent to that directive,
the West India Committee, based in London, wrote
to the Colonial Office regarding the need for a
similar inventory and preservation effort focusing on the historic sites of the British West Indian islands. In support of the Committee's argument, Algernon E. Aspinall, Committee Secretary,
wrote:

10/ ExtJra c;t nll.o mth e

W~:t

IncUa CommU:tee
Chtc.ui.a.Jt, dated 0c.:to bell.
17, 1908, and included
in Ae.gell.non E. A6pin.a.U'-6
l mell. 06 0do bell. 26,
1908, :to the S ec.Jte:tall.lj
06 State 60ll. the Colo Me-6 •

11/ "PapeJt-6 Reta.Ung :to
:t11e Pll.e-6ell.vaUon 06 Hi-O-

toJtic. Sde-6 and Mo numenU
and BuilcUng-6 in :the We-6t
Indian COlOMe-6, " HOU-6e
06 CommoM, Se-6.6.{.onM
PapeJt-6 (1912-73), [IX
{CV 642[}.

It is proverbial that inhabitants of places
rich in historical associations care far less
for them than visitors do. We are afraid that
residents of the West Indies form no exception
to this rule .... We are aware that the tropical climate is the worst offender /Tn the
destruction of historic siteS], but the hand
of man must also bear some share of the responsibil ity. lQl

In response, the Secretary of State for the Colonies forwarded the West India Committee's appeal
to the Governors of the British colonies in the
Caribbean, and while the response from many islands was sketchy, from others a rather detailed
inventory was forthcoming. These replies were
subsequently published by the British Government
and represent the first effort at a systematic
inventory and assessment of West Indian historic
sites. The report is particularly valuable today
in that it affords a description of sites extant
during the first decade of this century, some of
which have since disappeared, but most of which
have further deteriorated with only a few having
been restored for adaptive use. 11/
In the ensuing years, a major role in historic
preservation activities in the region has been

played by local "amateur" historians and related
historical groups, who have served as an energizing force in motivating both the private and
public sector. However, in a developing area,
which has traditionally been characterized by
low per capita income, high unemployment, a declining agricultural sector, incipient urbanization, and a steady outmigration of skilled resources, and, further, an area which continues
to suffer from the perni~ious pressures of vestigial colonialism, historic preservation has
not been a high priority item when considered
within the context of the larger twentieth century struggle of island peoples for social justice, economic development, and national independence. Further, it is unfortunate but perhaps understandable that "preservationists"
have often been viewed as members of an elite
class, that a white, expatriate element has
often predominated, and that the extant historic sites were seemingly associated with an
exploitative colonial past which newly emerging
nationals did not seek to memorialize.
However, since the early 1960's, a new impetus
for preservation planni~g and development has
emerged in the region, as newly independent
island-nations -- Jamaica, Trinidad/Tobago,
Barbados, Grenada, with others to follow shortly -- seek not only a cultural redefinition of
their past but also a new "expression" of thei:r
national heritage to include protection of su~
viving traditional values and indigenous cultural features. Within this context, historic
preservation is a participatory component, particularly as preservationists begin to redefine
their domain as not the exclusive holding of a
planter-dominated colonial past. There is obviously a need to also focus on the region's
Afro~West Indian roots and to identify those
contributions within the total preservation
program. For example, using the U.S. Virgin
Islands as a case in point, perhaps the birthplace of Edward Wilmot Blyden or the home of
Alton Adams, Sr. are not as architecturally
significant as the surviving estate houses,
sugar factories, or fortifications found in
these islands; but their inclusion as important
historic sites worthy of protection is required
in developing a more broadly based and actively
supportive historic preservation constituency.
As suggested by Alex Gradussov in 1971:

It is not enough to praise Great Houses and
banquets and balls; we must also understand
John Canoes and MYal, planting and reaping,
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12/ Alex GJtaduMov, "The

Vec.e.U. a 6 MaUve," The

Jam:Uc.a JOUfl..na1., VoL 5,
No. 1 (MaJic.h 1971), pp.

songs with African rhythms and songs derived
from the English folk tradition. It is only
in the mixture that we can discern the essence of our present day soci ety. 12/
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The St. Thomas home of
A1 ton Adams, Sr., foremost musician of the
U.S. Virgin Islands
and one of the community's most respected cul tura 1
1eaders.
Photo CJLecU;t:
T6,tand Re6 OW1.c.e6
Foundation.

13/ FOIL a fuc.U6/.:,,[on
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A. CaJri.o zz.i., Co nJ.:, elLvaUon and CMibbean Reglonal PMf1e-6/.:, ( YiUow
Spfllng/.:" 0 0: AnUo c.h
P1Le6/':', 196 8 ), pp. 132143.
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Since 1960, two conferences of regional importance to historic preservation program planning
have been convened. The first was held under
the sponsorship of the Government of the U.S.
Virgin Islands, the American Conservation Association, and the College of the Virgin Islands
and brought together,in October of 1965 at
Caneel Bay Plantation on St. John, representatives from several Caribbean islands. Here they
met to discuss the need for international planning and cooperation in meeting the conservation requirements of the region, and the assembled group resolved to establish an international body to be called th~ Caribbean Conservation
Association. The new organiza~ion was to become a forum for discussion of conservation issues, a coordinator for technical assistance
and a persuasive influence for action on the
part of individual islands. As a regional
spokesman, the Association has been operative
since 1967.13/
At the Caneel Bay convocation, a significant
segment of the overall program was devoted to

the subject of "Historic Landmarks" and the discussion which focused on this general topic included a review of historic preservation programs
on selected islands (Martinique, Puerto Rico,
BaiJibados, St. Kitts and St. Lucia). The session
also represented an early articulation of the
need for regional cooperation in establishing
programs for the protection of historic landmarks. 14/
Five years later, in the summer of 1970, a Cultural and Conservation Conference was convened
in Jamaica under the joint sponsorship of UNESCO,
the Government of Jamaica, and the University of
the West Indies. Like the earlier meeting in
the Virgin Islands, this regional conference,
while focusing generally on "ecology, archaeology and folk dance" within the Caribbean region,
also devoted a significant segment of the program to the specific topic of West Indian archaeology and the preservation of historic monuments. Again, specific country reports were
heard -- e.g., on the work of the Jamaica National Trust Commission, Insti tute of Puerto Rican
Culture, and the underwater archaeology program
of the Caribbean Research Institute in the U.S.
Virgin Islands -- but, in addition, this meeting
of delegates from representative Caribbean states
and territories formulated specific resolutions
for follow-up program planning. By first focusing on the problems faced by preservationists in
the region, e.g.,

14/ PfWc.eedtng.6, EMt-

enn CcvUbbean COn.6eJLva..tion Con6enenc.e, Ope
C{t., pp. 203-229--.

* awareness
Low level

of government and public
and appreciation of the
importance of historic sites both
cultuially and economically;

* preservation
The lack of funds to carry out
work;
* The
absence in most areas of protective legislation;
* The
need for regional centers of
information, service, and training to serve the Caribbean area,
the Conference's "Commission on Archaeology and
Historic Monuments" then proceeded to approve
several resolutions, while noting that

... there is a need for territories
throughout the region to take positive
steps to preserve their cultural heritage and for the provision of technical
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assistance and expert advice to facilitate the preservation and restoration of
historic sites and monuments as well as
the training of personnel in conservation
techniques .l~
Summarized the Resolutions called for:
1. The carrying out of a detailed study
of the pre-historic and historic sites
of the region, both on land and under
the sea, under the sponsorship and
with the financial assistance of an
international body such as the regional office of UNESCO.
2. The funding of a regional project to
identify area-wide needs and to provide for the meeting of such needs.
"
3. The establishment
of a "Cultural
Bank" (i.e., an appropriate international funding source) to assist
governments in protecting and preserving cultural property.

1§j Ib-id., pp. 104-105.

4. The enactment of protective legislation by governments in the region
not having already undertaken such
action. 1§/
While the two regional meetings mentioned above
have provided a forum for discussion and some
directives for action, the most agressive and
consistent preservation programs in the area
have been carried out under the sponsorship of
local island-focused organizations, established
for the explicit purpose of protecting and preserving the historic landmarks and cultural resources of specific islands. Some of these organizations are site specific as is the case
with the Society of Friends for the Restoration
of English Harbour on-Antigua, the Society for
the Restoration of Brimstone Hill at St. Kitts,
or the Georgian Society of Jamaica.
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More often, the local "conservation" groups have
taken a more inclusive and comprehensive approach
to preservation, focusing their attention on the
needs of an entire island area. In some cases,
they have been constituted as "national trusts",
often quasi-governmental (i.e., as recipients of
limited funds or services from government). Such
groups have included: the Jamaica National Trust
Commission, established by legislation in 1958;
the Barbados National Trust established in 1962;

the St. Vincent National Trust, incorporated by
legislation in 1969; and the St. Lucia National
Trust, established by the St. Lucia National
Trust Act of 1974 (note: the Grenada National
Trust incorporated by law in 1967 is now largely
defunct, while Antigua anticipates the passage
of national trust legislation in the near future). In some cases, a specific governmental
agency is charged with responsibility for historic preservation as is the case in Antigua
with the recent formation of the Historical,
Recreational Sites and Conservation Commission
within the Ministry of Economic Development. In
Puerto Rico, the Institute of Puerto Rican Culture, a public corporation created by law in 1955,
includes as one of its primary responsibilities
the restoration and conservation of monuments of
historical and architectural interest.
Private or "semi-public" organizations are also
scattered throughout the region, many of which
have quite successfully directed their energies
and limited resources to meeting the preservation needs of their own islands. These include:
the St. Thomas Historical Trust, the St. Lucia
Archaeological and Historical Society, the Antigua Archaeological Society, la Societe d'Histoire
de la Martinique, the Virgin Islands Conservation
Society, the Virgin Islands Archaeological Society, and the St. Croix Landmarks Society.
Despite this proliferation of very small, local
organizations, some of which have been quite
successful in providing for specific restoration
activities on individual islands, the focus of
these groups, of necessity, has been limited;
and historic preservation, as a coordinated, regional program defined to meet the total needs of
a highly fragmented, developing area, has made
only marginal progress in the Caribbean. Indeed,
Algernon Aspinall's remarks in 1908 (see page 12
above) are as relevant today as they were at the
turn of the century.
In 1974, a further effort was made to define regional preservation needs, utilizing the local
expertise and practical experience of many of
the historical and preservation organizations
enumerated above as a guide. The new effort
took the form of a "Caribbean Cruise in Conservation and Preservation," and was jointly sponsored by the Caribbean Conservation Association
(see above, page 14), the Island Resources Foundation (a non-profit, educational/research institution based in the Virgin Islands and concerned with resource management questions as
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applied to small island systems), and the National Trust for Historic Pre.servation in the United
States. In addition to providing an opportunity
for U.S. Trust members to visit the historic sites
of each of nine selected islands, the tour, which
brought together North American and regionally
based experts, included the implementation of "preservation consultant clinics" at each of the nine
stops, affording local preservationists an opportunity to meet with the professional staffs represented by the sponsoring organizations. Out of
the island-based "clinics" emerged a clearer, m(l)re
systematic recording and definition of regional
needs, as articulated by local organizations and
individuals in consultation with professional preservationists and regional conservation leaders.
These regional needs might be summarized as follows: 17/

w..,

•

THE NEED TO ENACT PRESERVATION AND
CONSERVATION LEGISLATION TO PRESERVE
THE INTEGRITY OF HISTORIC LANDMARKS
AND TO PROTECT THESE RESOURCES AGAINST DEGRADATION AND DESTRUCTION
AT THE HANDS OF THE DEVELOPERi
Most islands in the Caribbean have
not yet provided such enabling legislation despite the urgings of regional convocations (e. g., the UNESCO
sponsored meeting in Jamaica in 1970)
and individual professionals (e.g.,
Angus Acworth as early as 1951 in
his report to the British Colonial
Office 18/ ). Several islands, when
enacting-legislation to incorporate
a National Trust body, have also
provided for the protection of buildings and sites actually acquired by
the Trust, but have not extended this
provision to historic landmarks in
general.
The Jamaican protective legislation
(Jamaica National Trust Law No. 72
of 1958) constitutes a workable example and a framework which could be
replicated on other islands. In
addition to establishing the National
Trust Commission charged with responsibility for preserving.the national
monuments of Jamaica (a monument to
include any building, structure or
other work of man or nature, on land
or in the sea), the legislation provides the means whereby the Commis-

sion may purchase monuments or become
"guardians" of the same. When it is
the opinion of the Commission that a
monument of national importance is in
danger, provision is made for an interim preservation notice or a more
lasting preservation order to be served
on the owner and for the monument to
come under a protective status while
the notice is in force. While the order
stands, no work on the monument can be
carried out except with the written
consent of government. 19/

• THE NEED TO PROVIDE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS NOT
ONLY FOR PRESERVATIONISTS} BUT ALSO
PLANNERS} ARCHIVISTS} AND MUSEUM PERSONNEL.
As already articulated at the Jamaica
conference in 1970, the need for training in the techniques of conservation,
preservation, archaeology, and archival research is an urgently felt need
throughout the region. Such assistance
might take several forms, mini-workshops,
use of consultants, in-service training,
and might utilize existing training agencies such as the UNDP Physical Planning Proj ect training school in St. Lucia.

19/ Fofl.. a cU6c.!L6-6ion oj)
tJie. J amcu. c.a Na.:t..J.o n.a..t
Tfl..!L6:t Law, c.uJ1.Jl.e.nti.!f
be.lng ame.nde.d, -6e.e. T.A.
L. Co nc.anno n , "Pfl..e.-6 e.fl..va:tlon 06 Na:tlonal Monume.nU in J amcu.c.a, "
CaJi..lbbe.an Qucvz.;teJLt!f,
Vol. 9, No. 3 (Se.p:te.mbe.fl.. 19631, pp. 5-6.

• THE NEED FOR GOVERNMENT RECOGNITION THAT
AN ISLAND'S HISTORIC} CULTURAL} AND ARCH I TECTURAL RESOURCES -- ALONG WITH SEA}
SUN} AND SAND -- HAVE AN ENORMOUS POTENTIAL AS COMPONENT PARTS IN THE DEVELOPMENT,OFCARIBBEAN TOURISM.
Such recognition may be growing (witness the response from Tourist Boards
for participation in the 1976 Island
Resources Foundation-initiated Inventory of Caribbean Historic Places, see
Preface); however, promotional materials, background information, and interpretive exhibits which "promote"
an island's cultural and historic resources are still minimal, and there
is yet no clear commitment by governments to advance historic preservation
as a component piece of overall economic development plans.

• THE. NEED TO ENCOURAGE RESTORATION PROGRAMS} BY BOTH THE PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
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SECTORS} WHICH PROTECT AND PRESERVE
AN HISTORIC LANDMARK WHILE ADAPTING
THE SITE TO A CONTEMPORARY} FUNCTIONAL USE.
This has been done with some success
in isolated cases in the Caribbean,
e.g., English Harbor, Antigua; Morne
Fortune, St. Lucia; Fort Young Hotel,
Dominica; Whim Great House Museum, St.
Croix. Such adaptation needs to be
further encouraged and sponsored,
particularly as the contemporary use
of an historic site can be linked to
tourism.

The sugar processing
e({juipment at Estate Whim
on St. Croix. A fine
example of adaptive
use, the estate house
and sugar factory are
now restored as a museum which attracts is1and res i dents and tourists alike. Seen here
are a restored windmill,
a horse mill, a steam
mill and a still.
Photo
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THE NEED TO ENCOURAGE INTERPRETATIVE
PROGRAMS RELATED TO HISTORIC SITES}
BOTH TO FURTHER UNDERSTANDING OF
SPECIFIC LANDMARKS AND ALSO TO INCORPORATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION CONCEPTS WITHIN FORMAL AND NONFORMAL EDUCATIONAL NETWORKS IN THE REGION.
Too often in the Caribbean, historic
landmarks not only lack interpretive
materials but are denied even minimal
recognition in the form of a marker
or plaque. However, a good example

of utilization of an historic site
as one component of an ongoing educational program is taking place
in the U.S. Virgin Islands, where
the Annaberg sugar factory ruins,
within the V.I. National Park, serve
as the base for a "living history"
learning experience. Elementary
school children, who often overnight
at the park campground, visit the sugar ruins to share and learn within
the environment of the nineteenth
and early twentieth century islanders who firs t 1 i ved and worked at the
site. Th is networking process - - in
this case a networking of the resources within the local educational
agency, the National Park Service,
the V.I. Department of Conservation
and Cultural Affairs, and a private
sector conservation organization -with an historic landmark serving
as the educational vehicle, needs to
be encouraged, applied, and adapted
elsewhere in the West Indies. 20/

• THE NEED TO UNDERTAKE A COM~ENSIVE
REGIONAL SURVEY OR INVENTORY OF THE
SURVIVING HISTORIC AND CULTURAL RESOURCES OF THE CARIBBEAN.

'20/ Falla deL>cJUption

tne

Annab~g env~on

on

mental. .6tudy Mea, .6 ee
Vow Jadan, A Guide To
The NatUAal. Hl6toJr.¥: 06
St. John (i\U£imL, 'roJUda, PJr.omotion GJr.apMc.,6,
1971).

This requirement, although the last
item, is actually a prerequisite step
in regional historic preservation planning, serving as the basis upon which
an assessment and evaluation of resources can be made and recommendations for preservation and restoration programs depend. The inventory
effort has, therefore, become the focus of subsequent regional planning
efforts in the West Indies since the
"Caribbean Cruise" of 1974.

21.

HISTORIC SITE INVENTORIES IN THE WEST INDIES
Since the turn of the century, several efforts
have been made to develop either island-wide or
regional surveys of historic and cultural resources considered of "national" or regional importance. However, none of the existing inventories to date represents a systematic, comprehensive effort to identify extant landmarks within a uniform format, providing for classification and assessment and with a view to ultimately establishing a regional register of historic
places. Such an inclusive inventory was called
for as early as 1947 by Angus Acworth following
a tour of Caribbean historic places undertaken
on behalf of the Georgian Group of England and
the British Colonial Office. As a result of
his discussions and visits to selected British
West Indian colonies,Acworth concluded that
implementation of a "Buildings Record" was imperative and suggested that such a Record

21/ Acwouh, QE.. cli.,
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..• should not be undertaken by the various
Governments of the Islands, but should be a
comprehensive one planned for the British
West Indies as a whole and undertaken by a
central body in association with local organisations such as the Institute of Jamaica. 211
While not meeting all of Acworth's specifications, surveys carried out over the past decade
or so are important guides and references, all
useful in the preparation of a more systematic
regional inventory. Some are invaluable, particularly in terms of the recommendations contained therein. A brief summary of the most
significant of these follows.

REGIONAL INVENTORIES.
1912-13

2~

22.
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As mentioned above, an important regional effort was initiated in 1908 at
the behest of the British Colonial Office, with each British colonial government in the West Indies requested to
submit a report on the historical monuments within its particular jurisdiction. The resultant reports, published
in 1912-13,22/ have already been discussed above -: and are particularly useful as reference material for the islands of Antigua, Barbados, St. Vincent
and Jamaica.

1928

Algernon Aspinall, Secretary of the West
India Committee, the body which had first
encouraged the Colonial Office of the British Government to include the Caribbean
possessions as a part of the 1908 directive calling for a report on historic monuments, published what is basically a
travelogue, covering his travels through
the West Indian islands. Entitled A Way.oaJr.e.Jr. I n the. We..6t I nd-ie..6, 23/ the narrative is useful because, given Aspinall's
particular interest in Caribbean historic
sites, it contains detailed descriptions
of many landmarks visited by him during
his travels.

1951

The next important regional survey did not
follow until twenty years later when, on
behalf of the Georgian Group of England,
the services of its Treasurer and Acting
Secretary, Mr. A.W. Acworth, were secured
for the purpose of visiting Jamaica to
assist in an inventory of buildings of
architectural and historical importance,
in the preparation of preservation legislation, and in the assembling of a photographic record. Mr. Acworth's tour was eventually extended by a grant from the Colonial Office to permit an assessment outside of Jamaica, with his final inventory
also including the islands of Trinidad,
Tobago, Barbados, Grenada, Antigua, St.
Lucia, St. Kitts and Nevis, encompassing
almost a three month stay in the British
West Indies. Acworth's assessments (published as a narrative report in 1951 under
title of Bu-ild-ing.6 0.0 AJr.eh-ite.etuJr.al OJr.
H-i.6toJr.-ie Inte.Jr.e..6t -in the. BJr.-it-i.6h We..6t Ind-ie..6) have served as an important basis
for implementing subsequent preservation
activities in the region since mid-century, and are particularly valuable because of the photographic documentation
which the report contains, in some cases
the only photographic record existing of
certain buildings now destroyed or altered.
The draft legislation appended to the report eventually served as a model for the
enactment of the Jamaica National Trust
Act of 1958.

1968

Supported by the American Conservation
Association, Dr. Carl A. Carlozzi of the
University of Massachusetts and his wife,
Alice, published Con.6e.Jr.vat-ion and CaJr.-ibbe.an Reg-ional PJr.ogJr.e.6.6, a 150 page survey,

23/ Full Jr.e..oe.Jr.e.nee..6 w-ill
not be. eUe.d he.Jr.e. .ooJr.
the. vcc.tu.ou.6 -inve.Yl.totUe..6
cLiA euM e.d -in tlUf., .6 e.edon, but the. Jr.e.ade.Jr.
.i.6 Jr.e..oe.Jr.Jr.e.d to the. B-ibliogJr.aphy .ooJr. eomple.te.
cJ.;ta;Uo Yl..6 •
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including tables and line drawings, which
presents a partial inventory of the natural and historic resources of the region.
Although the book's concentration is on
the natural environment with an emphasis
on the potential for park, nature preserve, historic site or outdoor recreation development in the Caribbean, it does
include some material on the more significant historic landmarks of the region.
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1971

Certainly one of the most important regional surveys of historic sites undertaken in the Caribbean in recent years
is that conducted by Dr. David Buisseret
of the University of the West Indies and
Barrie Clark of the Department of the Environment, London, under the auspices of
the British Development Division in the
Caribbean. A Repont on the Ch~e6 Monument~ 06 Ant~gua, the Bn~t~~h V~ng~n I~
land~, the Cayman I~land~, Vom~n~ea,
Gnenada, Mont~ennat, Sa~nt Lue~a, Sa~nt
V~neent, and the Tunk~ and Ca~eo~ I~land~
includes not only an identification by
the authors of the "major historical monuments" in the nine territories visited
(comprising one month of site visitation),
but also provides a detailed narrative of
the existing condition of the-sites identified, some historical documentation, and
specific recommendations for preservation.
The publication also includes a very excellent section on conservation principles
and techniques, a most valuable reference
for the planner and preservationist alike.
Also included are maps, plans, and figures
to illustrate sites visited and to demonstrate conservation techniq~es discussed.

1974

A survey report prepared by the Island Resources Foundation for the United Nations
Development Programme provides a review of
the environmental:status of selected islands (Antigua, Barbuda, British Virgin
Islands, Cayman Islands, Dominica, Montserrat, St. Kitts, Nevis, St. Lucia, St.
Vincent, and Turks and Caicos Islands).
Also included are listings of and some
planning recommendations concerning the
historic resources within several of the
islands vis i ted.
(See Bibl iography for
Towle and McEachern, Env~nonmental Statu~
Repont and Gu~del~ne~ 60Jr.. Vevelopment.)

1976

A popularized guide to the historic landmarks of the region, The Ca~ibbean He~i
tage was written by the late Virginia
Radcliffe, who had long reported on the
area in various media. A valuable tool
for the resident and tourist alike, its
narra ti ve is an aid to exploring the historic resour~es and rich historical experiences of the thirty-eight Wesf !ndian
islands which are surveyed. ExtensTve
photographs supplement the text of this
non-schri1ar1y approach to historic site
reporting.

A traditional form of
popular architecture,
of obvious African derivation, the wattle and
daub dwelling was once
common throughout the
region. This house
was photographed in St.
Vincent.
Photo CfLedU:

J. AlexandtLa TafLfL.

LOCAL INVENTORIES.
1915

Hi~to~ic

Jamaica. Published for the Institute of Jamaica by the West India Committee, this important history of the island was written by eminent Jamaican historian, Frank Cundall, and represents not
only an historical narrative of the island
but als6 contains detailed descriptions of
extant historic sites documented within the
context of, the total Jamaican historical
experience. Cundall's book, even sixty
years later, is a useful reference and all
excellent example of an effective narra ti v.e
format whereby the history of a place i~\
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complemented by a "guide" to those surviving landmarks which reflect, in part,
the historical legacy.
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1945

Thomas Waterman's article on "Some Ea~ly
Building~ 06 Ba~bado~," as published in
the Ba~bado~ Mu~eum and Hi~to~i~al So~i
ty Jou~nal, is a selective survey of the
more significant early buildings on that
island.

1960

Sponsored by the U.S. National Park Service, the U.S. Library of Congress, and
the American Institute of Architects, the
Hi~to~i~ Ame~i~an Building~ Su~vey includes
a record of historical buildings in the
U.S. Virgin Islands and has become a useful source of information for subsequent
surveys in this American territorial outpost.

1964

Th~ee Town~, prepared under the auspices
of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Denmark, provides a review of the architectural resources of the towns of Christiansted and Frederiksted on the island of St.
Croix and Charlotte Amalie on the island
of St. Thomas, both islands a part of the
now U.S., former Danish, Virgin Islands.

1965

T.A.L. Concannon, former Technical Advisor to the Jamaican National Trust Commission, provides a check list of some great
houses in Jamaica, with an indication of
their status (e.g., residence, ruin, hotel, etc.), and also presents more detailed descriptions of selected sites and a
brief review of architectural development
in Jamaica in his article entitled "The
G~eat Hou~e~ 06 Jamai~a."

1968

Professor E.H. Zube of the University of
Massachusetts provides a check list of historic resources in the U.S. Virgin Islands,
with some classification and indication of
priorities, in his The I~land~: Sele~ted
Re~ou~~e~ 06 the United State~ Vi~gin I~
land~ and Thei~ Relation~hip to Re~~eation,
Tou~i~m and Open Spa~e, as prepared for the
U.S. Department of the Interior.

1970

Falmouth 1791-1970 provides a good photographic documentation of the town of Falmouth, Jamaica, and was prepared by the
Georgian Society of Jamaica.

1973

In his The Suga~ Mill~ on St. Vine}nt, Dr.
I.A. Earle Kirby undertakes a comprehensive
survey, in the form of a parish-by-parish
listing, of old sugar mill sites on
the island of St. Vincent. Sites are not
classified except as to source of power.

1974

In cooperation with the Government of St.
Kitts, Nevis and Anguilla, Island Resources
Foundation historians, George and Carolyn
Tyson, completed an Inv~nto~y on the Hi~
to~ieal Landma~k~ 06 St. Kltt~-Nevl~, which
survey was further supplemented by Foundation photo documentation of each building,
block by block, in the town of Basseterre
and of other principal si tes on the two islands. The inventory represents a description of current conditions with no attempt
made at classification or evaluation.

1975

Saint Lueia

Monuprepared by Robert J. Devaux under the sponsorship of the St. Lucia National Trust, is
an ambitious undertaking in terms of the
number of sites included. The publication
is basically a listing of these landmarks
with some historical documentation and description of site location and present condition. Also incorporated are a bibliography, including maps consulted, and appendices of local ordinances dealing with
conserva tiOIl and protection of resource s .
ment~,

Hl~to~ie Site~, Ineludlng
Building~, Pa~k~, Open Spaee~,

1976

St. Eu~tatiu~, A Sho~t Hi~to~y Ob the 1~
land and It~ Monument~ by Y. Attema, again
uses the format of historical narrative complemented by descriptions of selected monuments and historic landmarks. A good reference, the publication grew out of a 1972
inventory, including photographic documentation, of the historic monuments still
existing on the island of St. Eustatius.
Conducted by four architectural and art history students from Holland (including Ms.
Attema), the results of their four week study were subsequently recorded in a manuscript report and supplemented by a conservation plan prepared in 1974 by one of the
students, H.J.F. de Roy van Zuydewijn. The
1976 publication is a summary of the study
prepared for general public consumption.

1976

The historic sites of the U.S. Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico were initially inventoried for inclusion on the National
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Register of Historic Places as maintained
by the. U.S • National Park Service. This
on-going survey and site nomination effort
is being undertaken by the Virgin Islands
Planning Office in the Territory and by
the Institute. of Puerto Rican Culture in
the Commonwealth.
1976

Although not an inventory but rather a
do~umentation of one historic site, the
publication of The Enighed E.6.ta.te and Ruin
on S.t. John, U.s. Vi~gin l.6land.6! An Hi.6.to~ic.al Su~vetj by the Island )1esouTces Foundation provides a useful prototype study
of historic site documentation for the
Caribbean region. The study, prepared
by staff historian George F. Tyson, Jr.,
presents a narrative of the estate's history within the context of St. Johnian
plantation economy and also attempts to
document and date the ruin which still
stands at Cruz Bay.

Enighed Ruin, St. John,
north facade. This imposing structure stands
as a monument not only
to the handful of Europeans who owned and operated the estate during
its heyday, but equa lly
to the hundreds of AfroWestindian laborers who
also lived there and
without whose strength,
skill, courage and resourseful nes s a tropi ca 1
wilderness could never
have been tamed.
Pho.to Cowz:te6tj on.the
10land Re60WLC.eo FounclaUon.
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All of the above efforts have been quite useful,
yet are not regionally systematic. Inventory
sheets were not used, but rather most are either
listings of historic resources or narrative descriptions of sites with little visual material to
illustrate or document the texts. Further, there

.,., 11'

has been little programmatic follow-up pursuant
to any given inventory effort, and so the need
for a regional, comprehensive and systematic inventory continued.

As a completely integrated unit, Nelson's
Dockyard at Engl ish Harbour, Antigua provides
perhaps the best example of adaptive use to
be found in the Caribbean. Once the chief
naval base of the British in the West Indies,
the Dockyard was abandoned in 1889 and fell
into decay. Res tora tion
activities commenced
there in the early 1950's,
and, in their restored
s ta te, many of the buil dings are used in ways
which approximate the
purpose for which they
were originally built.
Photo Cou!l-tv.,y 06 The
H-fAtoJrJ..c.a1, ReCJtewon-

ai. SUv., and COn6eJr.valion CommU.6ion on
Antigua.
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1976 INVENTORY AND REVIEW OF ISLANDS SURVEYED
Given the fact that the general purpose of an
historic sites inventory is to develop a full
and systematic data base of information on the
cultural resources of a given area, such inventories or surveys have generally been classified as:
1. "Scientific" inventories, designed to systematically assemble compl ete information on cultural/historical resources in
order to arrive at a thorough
and exhaustive knowledge of the
sites and historic landmarks
within a given geographical
area. This is a very complex
undertaking and usually precedes funding for site restoration.
2. "Protective" inventories, designed to provide the essential
information required for exact
identification of a site or historic landmark meriting preservation or threatened by development.
The need for the second type of inventory in the
Caribbean has been well established, for withou t such a comprehens i ve regional survey and assessment' it is difficult for governments and
planners to provide for the protection and preservation of threatened historical resources in
the West Indies. Thus, the preliminary inventory process which was implemented in the region
in 1976 focused on this requirement and resulted
in significant first steps being taken toward
providing a "protective" inventory for the Caribbean islands.
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The 1976 survey of Caribbean historic places was
initiated by the Island Resources Foundation,
with the endorsement of the Caribbean Conservation Association. It was made possible through
a grant from the American Revolution Bicentennial
Administration in Washington, D.C., with additional supporting funds being provided by the
U.S. National Trust for Historic Preservation
and the Island Resources Foundation. A survey
form (see pages 32-33) was prepared in order to
provide for a uniform reporting methodology throughout the region, and the cooperation of local in-

stitutions on the islands of Antigua, Barbados,
Grenada, Jamaica, Martinique, St. Eustatius
St. Kitts-Nevis, St. Lucia and St. Vincent ~as
secured to assist in documenting local sites.
The Island Resources Foundation coordinated the
site inventory process and also provided technic~l assistance to local organizations, primarlly in the form of on-site visits by a preservation architect who traveled to nine of the
West Indian islands participating in the 1976
inventory. 2~/

24/FoUowing a fuee week
on--6Ue tOUll. duJc.,,[ng the
mo nth,6 a .0 0c.:to beJc. and
Vec.emb eIl., 19 76, p/te-6 ell. vaBecause a portion of the funding received for
lio n Mc.lU:tec.:t, J. Atexal
the regional inventory carried the stipulation
dJc.a. TMJc., .oiled a Jc.epoJc.:t
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rUUNUAIIUN - CAKIJ)J)tAN

l~LAN1J Kt~UUKl,t~

CARIBBEAN HISTORIC PLACES INVENTORY
SURVEY SHEET
I.

CUNSl:.RVATION ASSOCIATION

Country/Territory: ___________
Island - if different from above

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SITE NUMBER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Form Prepared By:
Name
Title/Organization _____________

--------------------------

4. KNOWN BIBLIOGRAPHICAL AND ARCHIVAL
MATERIAL AND SURVEYS MENTIONING PROPERTY

Rural 0
Urban D
Parish,District, Estate_________________________

2. LOCATION

City,Town,Village ____________________________
Street Noo ___________________________________
Longitude

Map

Latitude

Date

Scale

----

3. CLASSIFICATION
CATEGORY
_District
_Building
_Si te

OWNERSHIP

ACCESSIBILITY

_Public

_Unrestricted

_Private

_ Restricted

_Both

_I na c c e s sib 1 e

RANKING

5. PRESERVATION LEGISLATION
Nonexi stant _
Existing
Describe: _________________________________

(Owner or Agency)

Highest Priority
_Important
_ Low Priority

Copies Attached?

Yes_

No _

6, DESCRIPTION AND SIGNIFICANCE
A, STATUS
_Occupied
_Unoccupied

B, PERIOD

C. ACREAGE

_Prehistoric
_1400-1499
_1500-1599
__ 1600-1699
__1700-1799
__1800-1899
_1900-

__ 0-2 acres
__ 2-15 acres
__ in excess
of 15 acres

D, PRESENT USE
_Agriculture
_Commercial
_Educational
_Entertainment

_Government
_Industrial
_Military
_Museum

_Park
_Residential
_Religious
_Scientific

E, CONDITION
_Excellent
_Good
__ Fa i r

_Deteriorated
__ Ruins
__ Unexposed

_Unal tered
_Altered
_Or i gina 1
Site

F, AREAS OF SIGNIFICANCE
- Arc h eo log y
_1 n ve n t ion
_S 0 cia 1
_A 9 ric u1 t u r e
_L and s cap e
_T heat r e
-A r chi t e c t ur e A r chi t.
_T 0 uri s m
_Art
_Law
_Transport
_Commerce
__ Literature
__ American
--Communications_Military
Revolution
__Conservation _Music
(if any)
_Economics
-Philosophy
-Other
__ Education
_Politics/Government
__ En gin e e r i n9
_R eli 9 ion
\.N -Exploration
__Science
~ __ I ndus trv
_Sc ul 0 tlJrp

7. STATEMENT ON HISTORY~ EXISTING APPEARANCE
CONDITION AND SIGNIFICANCE
J

J

ISLANDS SURVEYED:

ANTIGUA

Antigua is a dry and low lying island, with a
rather desolate interior but excellent beaches.
Tourism has emerged as the major industry of the
island, sugai cane and sea island cotton production having been abandoned in the early 1960's.
In the eighteenth century, its geographic position at the axis between the Leeward and Windward Islands made Antigua invaluable to Great
Britain, and with the construction of the Dockyard at English Harbour, it became the principal
naval base in the eastern Caribbean for the English fleet. The island is rich in historic resources which span a period of time from the prehistoric era to the nineteenth century.

HISTORIC RESOURCES

•

•

34.

Uhban. St. John's, the principal town,
still retains a number of residential,
eighteenth and nineteenth century twostory timber structures, with the second stories supported on slim-columned
wooden posts. However, such landmarks
are rapidly being replaced by non-descript concrete buildings of the modern
era. Also surviving are examples of
neoclassical nineteenth century buildings, now principally used as government offices. St. John's was one of
the earliest Caribbean towns laid out
on a grid plan, with broad parallel
avenues and narrower cross streets.
Important buildings surveyed in 1976
included the Cathedral (nineteenth
century), the Courthouse building
(eighteenth century, restored in the
nineteenth), former military barracks
(now the prison) and the St. John's
Police Station (former arsenal and
gaol) .
FOhti6i~ation~.

Antigua is very rich
in its heritage of military architecture,
with at least forty forts having been
maintained on the island between 1672
and 1800. Numerous examples of these
early fortifications still survive, some
not much more than large stone platforms,
such as Fort Barrington, and many others
not more than fragments of former structures (e.g., Rat Island Citadel, Fort
Hamilton, Fort Isaac, Falmouth Fort,
Johnson's Fort). Monks Hill and Fort
Berkeley, both of historic significance,

are now in a state of ruin./ The island
proudly boasts several spectacular military installations such as Shirley
Heights, an extensive complex of arched
stone buildings, and the celebrated
Nelson's Dockyard at English Harbour,
a complex of military structures which
have now been restored and provide an
excellent example of adaptive use.
•

There are
a number of windmills still standing in
Antigua, a dominant landscape feature and
a reminder of the island's affluent period as a sugar producer. Most of the re-·
mains are in ruins, however, as is also
the case with surviving great houses.
Betty's Hope Estate, inventoried in 1976
and one of the most historic of Antigua's
surviving sugar plantations, is a prime
example of the deteriorated state of most
of these landmarks, with only ruins of
the twin windmills and arches of the
boiling house still standing.

SugaJt WoJr.k..6 and GJr.e.at Hou.6e..6.

The picturesque ruins at
Betty's Hope Estate,
Antigua's pioneer estate
house and plantation. The
story of this estate is
the story of the Antigua
Codrington family, prominent in West Indian mili tary, governmental ,economic, and educational
history.
Photo CJr.e.cU.X.:
Ate.xandna TanJr..

J.

PRESERVATION ACTIVITIES
In 1976, the Historical, Recreational Sites
and Conservation Commission was created
within the Ministry of Economic Develop-
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ment, with responsibilities encompassing historic site preservation for the
entire island and for Antigua's dependency, the island of Barbuda (where a
number of important underwater archaeological sites are located). The Society
of Friends for the Restoration of English Harbour, a quasi-private group, is
primarily concerned with restoration of
the Dockyard, and through its preservation work there has made an important
local and regional contribution. The
Antigua Archaeological Society is justifiably proud of the many excellent
pre-Columbian sites on the island and
has been active in initiating field
work and publications of some merit.
Preservation activities, nevertheless,
are concentrated on a few selected
sites. No single organization or agency has assumed island-wide programmatic
responsibility for historic preservation, although the new Conservation
Commission has just recently moved in
that direction. Government is also in
the process of enacting legislation to
protect endangered sites and to establish a National Trust. A program to
encourage restoration of sugarmill
sites also represents a new and positive direction for the island government.

ISLANDS SURVEYED: BARBADOS
Barbados, a rather flat, terraced coral formation,
is the only British island in the Caribbean which
did not change hands frequently. In fact, it has
been a British possession continuously from settlement until it achieved independence in 1966.
This situation, plus the fact that the island escaped direct involvement in much of the colonial
warfare which beset other West Indian possessions
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, has
provided an element of stability, reflected in
its more tranquil historical development. However, while not plagued by warfare, extensive
destruction of the island's cultural heritage
has occurred as a result of fires and hurricanes.

HISTORIC RESOURCES
•

36.

U~ban.
Bridgetown, the principal urban
area, still retains much of its identifiable character, which is predominantly

Victorian since most seventeenth and
eighteenth century buildings did not
survive a series of natural disasters.
The general atmosphere is quite urbane for an insular area in the tropics, with a number of large public
buildings around public squares providing Bridgetown with a less provincial setting. Many intrusions have
occurred, unfortunately, which will
gradually alter the architectural integrity of this elegant tropical town.
The forms found here are generally typical of the British West Indian islands -- with a neoclassical or Victorian style having been utilized in the
public buildings while early private
residences are mainly in a Georgian
manner adapted to the tropics. Important Bridgetown buildings inventoried
in 1976 included Nichol's House (eighteenth century), the Town Hall (eighteenth century), St. Michael's Cathedral (eighteenth century), and the public buildings and monument at Trafalgar
Square (nineteenth century).
Speightstown, a lesser urban area on
the northwestern coast is a smaller
scale version of Bridgetown, exhibiting the more common urban architecture
of the region, i.e., two-~tory balconied structures or one-two storied
square dwellings with zinc roofing .

•

•

Font~n~Qat~on~.
Due to its relatively
secure political development and unique
geographical isolation, Barbados never
found it necessary to erect fortifications on the scale of other Caribbean
islands. There are a few small forts,
such as Charles Fort on the site of
the Hilton Hotel -- primarily underground and can be described as a large
battery. The only significant military
architecture is at St. Anne's Garrison,
near Bridgetown. The Citadel there is
an unusual pyramidal structure, and
other surviving military structures,
characterized by good proportions and
simple dignity, have been adapted for
contemporary uses.

Sugan Wonk~ and Gne.at Hou~e.~. Barbados

retains a number of intact sugar plantations and several great houses in
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good condition, a few of which date
from the seventeenth or early eighteenth centuries, such as Nicholas
Abbey and Alleynedale. Thes.e residencesare spacious manor houses with
classical forms and lines and a sense
of solidity and prosperity about them
still. Also inventoried were eighteenth and nineteenth century plantation
sites since restored: Mullins Mill,
Villa Nova, Sam Lord's Castle, Codrington College, and Farley Hill. The latter, having burnt down in the 1960's,
is now a ruin while the site itself
serves as a National Park.

Nicholas Abbey, Barbados,
one of the fine houses
to survive from the
early period of that
island's prosperity,
i.e., pre-llOO. Typically Jacobean in style,
the dwelling recalls the
ambiance of elegant Eng1ish manor houses in the
seventeenth century.
An unusual feature for
the tropics is the inclusion of fireplaces
and chimneys in the
pri nci pa 1 rooms.
Photo CfLeciU:
J. At exandJr..a TaJtfL.

•

ChufLc.he.6. A number of rural churches
were included in the Barbados inventory: St. John's Parish Church, St.
Peter's Parish Church, St. James Parish Church, and All Saints Church in
St. Peter's Parish, all nineteenth
century edifices.

PRESERVATION ACTIVITIES
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The Barbados National Trust, modeled
after the National Trust of England,
is one of the best organized trusts in
the Caribbean. However, its effectiveness is limited by a lack of funds and
regulatory authority. The Trust has identified for the government buildings of

architectural value,with Trust markers
being affixed to some. However, there
is no law for the protection of historic landmarks unless they are the property of the Trust, and no substantial evidence of restoration work in progress
was observed, except for selected structures around the Garrison Savannah and
an occasional great house.

ISLANDS SURVEYED:

GRENADA

Newly independent (1974), Grenada's past is marked by the key role the island played in the AngloFrench colonial rivalries of the eighteenth century, when possession of the island was contested several times until the end of the century.
The most southerly of the Windward Islands, Grenada is quite mountainous and one of the lushest
islands in the eastern Caribbean. The economy of
the island today is dominated by the production
and exportation of spices and bananas and by
tourism.

HISTORIC RESOURCES
•

U~ban.
St. George's is one of the most
dramatically beautiful and best preserved towns in the Caribbean. In addition
to its exceptional setting, situated on
both sides of a narrow ridge between two
small bays, and its excellent natural
harbor, St. George's is further enhanced
by an almost perfect architectural integrity, albeit that some of its early charm
is being compromised by the erection of
new and careless structures. The many
surviving Georgian buildings, roofed wi th
red fish~scale tiles, provide the town
with a rare sense of unity. The Carenage
also contains warehouses and public buildihgs of exceptional quality.

Also inventoried in 1976 was the small
coastal fishing town of Gouyave (Charlotte Town), providing some of the oldest
structures on the island in a relatively
unaltered condition .

•

Fo~ti6ication4.
The major fortifications of the island are those surrounding the town of St. George's: Fort
George and the fortifications at Richmond Hill and Hospital Hill. All of
these structures exhibit a customary
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building style: the erection of perimeter walls of masonry to encircle and protect a particular elevation upon which
the fortification was erected. Currently these forts are partially utilized
as government buildings or as part of
residences; therefore, they have been
altered by the introduction of contemporary, poor quality, functional structures.
•

Suga~ Wo~kl.>

and G~ea.t Houl.> el.>.
Grenada
possesses some remains of the once numerous sugar estates which made the island the second largest sugar producer
in the British West Indies. Some of
the most spectacular of the sites which
still survive are those that had adopted giant water-wheels for power, e.g .•
Westerhall Estate, Calivigny Estate,
and LaSagesse Estate. Most of these
plantations are in ruin, although
some still function,occupying a curing house or rum distillery. They
are poorly maintained.

•

Chu~c.hel.>.

Grenada retains a number of
interesting late Georgian or early
Victorian churches which were also
inventoried in 1976, e.g., the Anglican Church at Sauteur and the "Old
Church" at Grenville.

PRESERVATION ACTIVITIES

The "Old Chwu~.h" cU
G~env~e,

G~enada,

an eMly Go.tlUc. Rev-tval
l.>~uc..tWLe c.ommon .to
B~h c.olo vUa..t Mc.lU.tec..tWLe.
(Ske.tc.h by Ma~y Anne
Ol!.>en)

The Grenada National Trust is currently inactive, but a newly organized
Historical Society has expressed interest in historic preservation. Their
efforts have recently concentrated on
the creation of a museum, located in
an historic building which formerly
served as the jail in St. George's.
The Tourist Board of Grenada also appears interested in preservation and
actively supported the 1976 inventory
project for the island.

ISLANDS SURVEYED: MARTINIQUE) FRENCH WEST INDIES
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The landscape of this French Caribbean possession
is dominated by a giant volcano, Mt. Pelee. As
a "department" of France, Martinique is quite developed, with industry and tourism providing the
major revenues.

HISTORIC RESOURCES
•

Unban. Fort-de-France, bordering an almost perfect natural harbor, is a rather
dense urban center. Its architecture is
similar to French provincial towns, with
many buildings exhibiting high mansard
roofs. There are also hiO examples of
a type of late nineteenth century Ifmetal
architecture inspired by the Eiffel Tower -- the Cathedral which is being restored and the Schoelcher Library.

lf

•

Fon:tifiic.a:tion.6. The forts visited and
inventoried (Fort Saint Louis and Fort
Desaix) are still occupied by the French
Navy. They are superb examples of military planning and design characteristic
of the seventeenth century, distinguished by imposing walls and parapets.

•

Won~.6 and Gnea:t Hou.6e.6.
The ruins
of surviving dwelling houses and sugar
works reflect the wealth and high standard of design which must have existed in
this French colony during the eighteenth
century. Amc,ng the estates target'"ed for
preservation is Fond St. Jacques, a Dominican estate and sugar factory. The
most celebrated of its inhabitants was
Pere Labat, who wrote one of the classic
reference works for the Caribbean, Voyage.6
:to :the We.6:t Indie.6, in the early eighteenth century.

Sugan

PRESERVATION ACTIVITIES
As a department of France, preservation
seems to have a bright future in Martinique. The Government has recently appointed an architect in charge of monuments
and also established a Monuments Section
within the Ministry of Culture. An inventory using the European system as a
model is to commence shortly. The island
is also under the protection of French
legislation, i.e., Pno:tec.:tion du Pa:tnimoine Hi.6:tonique e:t E.6:th~hique de fa

Fnanc.e.
I SLANDS SURVEYED: ST. EUSTATI US) NETHERLANDS ANTI LLES

Only eight square miles, this tiny Dutch island has
one town lying in the shadow of a massive volcanic
crater and a harbor that once was the center of
of Caribbean trade routes and contraband.
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HISTORIC RESOURCES
•

UJz.ban.

Despite the minuscule size of
the island and the impoverished landscape dominated by an extinc~ volcanic
cone, the town of Oranjestad, on a cliff
overlooking the harbor, reflects, and
still retains some evidence of, a more
boisterous, prosperous era. The compact
town contains important structures (some
of which were inventoried in 1976, e.g.,
the Dutch Reformed Church and the Jewish Synagogue), along with small-scale
residential buildings. The latter are
generally one and two-stories with pent
or hip roofs, constructed of stone, wood
or brick (often the small yellow Dutch
brick), and are devoid generally of excessive ornamentation. It has an appearance like a northern European rural
town, except for the addition of such
tropical details as balconies, openings
and a dash of color. The town is not
yet filled with many intrusions.

Reflecting the history of
thi s once prosperous trading center, Lower Town, St.
Eustatius, is a cl uster of
bri ck wa rehouses, stone
mil italy installations,
and cisterns against imposing cliffs. Most of
the ei ghteenth century
warehouses ha ve been abandoned or are in a state
of ruin; yet enough of
the structures survive
for restorati on to be
feasible. In their present ruined state, they
only serve as a reminder
of the island's economic
decline.

Photo CJz.edi..:t:
J. Atexand!z.a TMJz..
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•

FOJz.t161Qat1on~.
The main fort, Fort
Oranje, is situated at the edge of the
cliff which overlooks the Lower Town
(now destroyed) and the harbor. It
is a small-scale version of the circular stone fortifications typical of
the West Indian islands. The remaining military installations are batter-

ies scattered around the island.
•

Suga.tr. Wo.tr.k..6 and Gltea;t Hou.6 e.6 .

There is
very little that remains of such structures, perhaps reflective of the fact
that the island's wealth and former
prosperity were the result of its trading and commercial activities.

PRESERVATION ACTIVITIES
Recent historical activities have focused on the Bicentennial of the American Revolution, the island of "Statia"
having offered the first salute (in 1776)
to an American naval vessel and hence
the first recognition by a foreign power of the sovereignty of the new American
nation. The local vehicle for such bicentennial related activities, including
establishment of a museum, has been the
St. Eustatius Bicentennial Committee of
the American Revolution. The St. Eustatius Historical Foundation could provide a continuing focus for preservation
activities. However, without the bicentennial impetus and given the limited
economic resources of the island and its
rather neglected status within the hierarchy of Dutch Caribbean possessions, historic preservation possibilities for this
deserving island appear limited. Although
a group of Dutch students from Delft and
Utrecht completed a survey of the architure of Oranjestad in 1972 (see page 27
above), the island is not protected by
preservation legislation.
ISLANDS SURVEYED:

ST. KITTS

Another mountainous isle, also characterized by a
massive dormant volcano (Mt. Misery), St. Kitts
has been one of the most productive and highly
valued of the British colonial possessions. It
was also, for over a hundred years, the center
of conflict between the French and the British
in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries
with sovereignty of the island shared jointly by
the two powers at one time. Historically, St.
Kitts carries the title of "mother colony" with
the site of the first English settlement in the
Caribbean located at Old Road Town.
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Brimstone Hill, St. Kitts.
One of the largest and
most impressive fortifications in the Caribbean (occupying an area
of more than 30 acres),
Brimstone1s spectacular
location, historic signifi cance, and outstanding military architecture make it a unique
site of local and regional import. Pictured
is the Prince of Wales
Bastion undergoing restoration in the early
1970 s.
1
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HISTORIC RESOURCES
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The principal town, Bas seterre,
has recently been mapped by the UNDP
Physical Planning Project, and its buildings have been systematically surveyed
and documented photographically by the
Island Resources Foundation. Both of
these efforts included a record of
Basseterre's more historically significant buildings. As a potential historic district, the town still contains
many nineteenth century buildings, with
few intrusions. It is much like a small
European town with town houses, squares,
and public buildings in a neoclassical
style, with tropical adaptation. St.
George's Anglican Church (nineteenth
century) has been included in the 1976
inventory.
Wl.bal1.

Old Road Town, the site of the first
permanent English colony in the West
Indies, is now a small town but because of its historical significance it
was included in the 1976 regional survey. Access to most surviving ruins is
difficult as they are now located on
private property.

Workmen mount cannon in
their carriages at the
site of the Brimstone
Hi 11 forti fi ca ti on, St.
Kitts. Restoration
work of this nature
provides unique employment opportunities for
skilled and unskilled
i 1aborers.
Photo Co~~y on th~
Istal1d R~ouJLc.~.6 Foundail(

•

•

Fo~t~n~c.at~OI1.6.
There are many forts
and batteries on the island, but, unquestionably, the outstanding military
installation is Brimstone Hill. This
overwhelming, monumental collection of
buildings and fortifications is the
most significant military site in the
eastern Caribbean.
Restoration has
been in process for a number of years,
and the site is expected to increase
in importance as an educational park
and tourist attraction.
Other lesser
military sites which were inventoried
in 1976 included: Fort Smith, Fort
Tyson, Fort Thomas, Palmetto Point
Fort, Stone Fort, Charles Fort, and
Fig Tree Fort, none of which, except
Charles Fort, survive in good condition .
Suga~

WO~Q.6

al1d G~~at Hou.6~.6.

As a

major sugar producer, St. Kitts possesses a number of extant plantation
sites. However, unlike its sister island, Nevis, only a few have been sensitively restored. A trace of French
influence is to be found in the remains of the Fountain Estate, a seven-
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teenthcentury chateau belonging to
the French Governor, Phillipe Longvilliers de Poincy.

•

Chu~ehe~.
Here, too, a number of
rural churches have been inventoried, including St. Peter's at Monkey Hill Village, St. Mary's at
Cayon Village, St. Thomas Anglican
Church (burial site of Sir Thomas
Warner, first English colonizer of
St. Kitts), and St. Ann's Church at
Sandy Point Town.

PRESERVATION ACTIVITIES
St. Kitts has no national trust although the Society for the Restoration of Brimstone Hill, while concentrating primarily on restoration
at the fortress, provides some focal
point for preservation activity on
the island generally. The Tourist
Board here seems to be interested in
coordinating its acti vi ties wi th preservation efforts. Presently, no
protective legislation exists. A
recent study by the UNDP Physical
Planning Project has focused on the
historic district of Basseterre as
a planning unit, adopting a European
approach to the establish~ent of
boundaries and classification of
buildings. A 1974 inventory, car~ied out by the Island Resources
Foundation (see page 27 above), identified, with brief descriptions,
the most significant sites on the island.

ISLANDS SURVEYED: ST. LUCIA
St. Lucia, punctuated by somber hills and "mornes",
is another island which was both French and English and thus retains features of both cultures.
Its principal monuments are associated with the
island's military history.

HISTORIC RESOURCES
•
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U~ban.
Castries, the capital, was
often damaged by fire and hurricane
so that only a few of its historic
buildings survive, primarily dating
from the late nineteenth century.

Some typical two-story, balconied
structures or one-story buildings
with porch are in evidence on the
edges of the town.

•

•

Fo~t~6~cat~on~.
Due to St. Lucia's
strategic location in the Caribbean
"cockpit," many military sites, several associated with the American Revolution, were built on the island
by both the French and the English.
Extensive installations were erected
on Pigeon Island, which is now connected to the mainland by a causeway,
and at the Morne Fortune above Castries. A major effort concentrating
on adaptive use is taking place at a
number of the buildings located on
the Morne. These buildings are currently occupied by government offices,
a museum, research laboratory, and a
school .
Suga~ WO~~~ and Gneat Hou~e~.
The remains of a number of plantations and
their various structures survive on
St. Lucia, although several devastating hurricanes and late eighteenth
century warfare took a heavy toll on
these landmarks. There are examples
here of water-powered mills as well
as the more common wind-driven structures.

PRESERVATION ACTIVITIES
The St. Lucia Archaeological and Historical Society was first founded in
1954, and its activities have been
augmented by the more recent establishment of the St. Lucia National
Trust. Although there is no protective legislation, the Nati9nal Trust
has published (1975) an inventory of
historic landmarks and other sites
(see page 27 above) as an important
step toward a more comprehensive preservation program.
I SLANDS SURVEYED:

ST. VI NCENT

This island is quite similar to St. Lucia topographically, with steep mountains and deep valleys.
It is not as developed as other Windward
Islands, therefore giving evidence of less tour-
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ism and other economic activity. The history of
St. Vincent is closely associated with that of
the "Black Caribs," a mixed group of Carib Indians and runaway African slaves. Following almost thirty years of determined resistance against
European intrusion into their homeland, theCaribs
-- after unsuccessfully allying themselves with
the French -- were finally driven from the island
by the English in 1796.

HISTORIC RESOURCES

•

Unban.

Kingstown ~ an unusual town because, unlike other urban complexes in
the old British West Indies, its style of
architecture contains features which are
distinctively French -- despite the fact
that the French only occupied the island
for four years. The town- is laid out on
a grid pattern, three main streets parallel to the bay, with intersecting secondary streets leading toward the hills.
The entire town is arcaded, and, generally speaking, the buildings are two-story
timber or masonry structures with louvered openings and zinc roofing. Two important ecclesiastical monuments within the
town are St. George's Anglican Church
(nineteenth century) and St. Mary's
Catholic Church (late nineteenth century).

Streetscape, Kingstown,
St. Vincent. Development pressures on this
island have not been as
great as elsewhere in
the Caribbean; thus,
the architectural integrity of its main
town has been retained
in many sections. The
original pattern of
Kingstown is discernable
even though suburbs have
developed in the surrounding hills.

Photo Cne.cU..:t:
J. Ate. xandJr..a TaM.

•
L~8 I

FonLi..6i eation.6. The primary fortifications are concentrated around Kings-

town, the most impressive of which is
Fort Charlotte, located on a ridge above the bay. Two important coastal
batteries were inventoried: Cane Garden Battery and Fort Duvernette. Other
fortifications are located along the
coastline or on ridges inland, and they
are, to a large extent, invisible, being overgrown by vegetation. Those inventoried included Hyde Point Battery,
Layou Fort, Questelles Battery, Byahut
Battery, and the Fort at Colonarie .

•

Suga~ Wo~k~ and G~~at Hou~~~.
Although
the present economy is heavily tied to
banana cultivation, a fair number of
surviving sugar estate ruins gives evidence of the fact that sugar was once
an important crop on this ~land (see
LA.E. Kirby's 1973 survey of Th~ Suga~
Mi.t.t~ 0& St. Vinc.~nt).
Many of the surviving ruins are neglected or abandoned; they can often only be viewed from
a distance or are inaccessible because
of overgrown conditions. The Harmony
Hall suga~ mill has been included in
the 1976 survey since it is one of
the last wind-powered mills still in
relatively good condition. Also surveyed was the great house at Cane Grove
Estate.

PRESERVATION ACTIVITIES
The St. Vincent National Trust, incorporated in 1969, has successfully installed a museum in the former barracks at Fort Charlotte (a Trust property). Their activities are closely
related to those of the St. Vincent
Archaeological and Historical Society.
Just enacted (1976) is a new Act for
the Preservation of Historic Buildings
and Antiquities, which provides protection for all historic structures
and sites, not simply those acquired
by the Trust.
If properly enforced,
this legislation could be very significant in providing for the preservation of the extant cultural and historic resources of the island.
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SU~'MARY

CONCLUS IONS

Pursuant to many of the survey and inventory efforts reviewed in this publication, implemented
either locally or regionally, little programmatic follow through has been forthcoming. With
the initiation of a systematic, regional inventory in 1976, we believe it is now important to
take positive steps to "capitalize", in a sense,
on the enthusiasm and expectations stimulated
within the region during the last year. To this
end, several specific and immediate recommendations for regional action follow, and are presented in the expectation that West Indian regional associations, local island organizations,
and state or territorial governments will find
therein -- despite their divergent national loyal ties and an insurmountable geographic fragmentation -- sufficient cause for a common identification of needs and a regional definition of
action programs.

RECOMMENDATION ONE
Continuation of the regional inventory is imperative, with the addition of further sites from
participating islands as well as the integration
of sites from islands not yet participating. It
is also noted that marine archaeological sites
and maritime properties (such as indigenous fishing and sailing crafts), given the number of such
sites and properties in the Caribbean, should also be considered for placement on the regional
register of historic sites.
It is important that, while there continue to be
a regional coordinating body and resource center,
local island preservationists and organizations
develop the competence and capability to pursue
an ongoing inventory of local historic sites internally and with a minimum of further assistance
from off-island consultants.
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Consideration needs to be given to the development
of discreet management plans for the extant cultural resources of the islands of the Caribbean.
The available inventories provide a point of departure by documenting, classifying, and assessing these critical resources. The management plan
then becomes the planning tool, devising guidelines, recommendations, and procedures for the
preservation and conservation of surviving historic sites and monuments, while also providing
for their development within an economic and edu-

cational framework. Such a matrix could provide
for expanded cultural expression and enrichment
within the developing Third World states and
territories of the Caribbean.

RECOMMENDATION TWO
Consideration needs to be given to the establishment of an "association" of West Indian Trusts and
related historical organizations (similar to the
West Indian Museum Associates), to serve as a
vehicle of communication, a forum for dialogue,
an exchange center for information and technical
assistance and a professional body to help meet
the programming needs of preservationists throughout the region. A priority objective of such an
association would be the publication of a regional newsletter (a "Preservation News" for the Caribbea~, to encourage an area-wide exchange of program and technical information and to further development of a regional perspective to preservation planning. At present, there is no technically-focused, professional publication available
in the region to assist island preservationists,
and such publications written from a continental
perspective do not always provide for applicable
conservation techniques and information as required
in tropical, insular environments.
It should be noted that at the Second Inter-American Seminar on Historic Preservation, held in
Caracas, Venezuela, in December of 1976 under the
sponsorship of the Organization of American States,
it was determined that an Antilles regional committee of ICOMOS (International Council of Monuments and Sites) be established as a further coordinating device for regional cooperation. Since
then, the Caribbean Conservation Association has
encouraged the establishment of "national" committees on each of the eastern Caribbean islands
for the purpose of participation in the Antilles
ICOMOS committee.

RECOMMENDATION THREE
It is essential that funds be identified to implement a regional program directed at the conservation, protection, preservation, and restoration of Caribbean historic resources. The availability of such funding from various international organizations, including the banking community,
needs to be actively pursued. Coordination in
planning is extremely important, for in the past
where funds have been supplied via an external
body (e.g.~ United Nations Development Programme,
British Development Division, UNESCO, Caribbean
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Development Bank), results have been fragmented
because of a lack of long-range, comprehensive
planning. The convening of a regional conference
for historic preservation is probably a necessary
prerequisite prior to making formal application
for funds from international funding agencies.
Such a convocation need not focus on a definition
of needs, as these have been clearly identified,
but on what specific development a~d educational
programs are urgently required in the region.
It should be emphasized that not only are funds
needed to implement pres erva t ion and res tor a tion
programs, but the region as a whole and each island state individually must look toward the immediate implementation of education activities
which promote an increased sense of awareness and
responsibility among island peoples and governments concerning the importance of historic preservation in the economic development and cultural
enrichment of the region. Encouragement and implementation of educational programs are as much
a necessary first step in historic preservation
program planning as is the development of a regional register of historic resources.

As a region, the islands of the West Indies have
been consistently ravaged by the forces of nature.
What nature left whole has often been devastated
by man who has, in the past, used these insular
fragments as a battleground for military conquest.
With the advent of tourism and an accelerated emphasis on national development, man continues to
exert pressures upon both the physical and built
environment which seriously erode and compromise
the integrity of surviving cultural and historical
resources. The process of indifference and careless abuse must be turned around or what hurricanes have not destroyed will fall victim to the
bulldozer. As is true of continental populations,
the future of island peoples will be determined,
in part, by their understanding of the past. The
surviving historic sites and monuments of the region constitute an invaluable piece of that heritage, and coordinated, regional planning is vital
in order to provide for their preservation and,
indeed, for their survival.
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APPENDIX A
CARIBBEAN HISTORIC PLACES INVENTORIED IN 1976
ANTIGUA
Churches
Plantation Structures
Military Structures

Urban Buildings
Historic Districts
Sites

St. John's Cathedral
Betty's Hope Estate
H.M. Prison (formerly Military Barracks)
St. John's Police Station (formerly
Arsenal and Gaol)
Rat Island (or The Citadel)
Fort James
Fort Hamilton
Fort Byam
Fort Isaac
Shirley Heights
Goat Hill (Fort Barrington)
Fort Berkeley (formerly Fort Barclay)
Blake Island (Falmouth Fort or Fort
Charles)
Monks Hill (or Great George Fort)
Road Fort
Johnson's Fort (or Johnson's Point Fort)
St. John's Courthouse
The Old Naval Dockyard, English Harbour
Corbison Point

BARBADOS
Churches

Plantation Structures

Military Structures
Urban Buildings

Historic Districts
Schools
Fortified Houses

St. John's Church
St. Michael's Cathedral, Bridgetown
St. Peter's Parish Church
St. James Parish Church
All Saints Church
Mullins Mill
St. Nicholas Abbey
Alleynedale Hall
Villa Nova
Farley Hill
Charles Fort
Cotton Tower
Nichol's House, Bridgetown
Town Hall, Bridgetown
Public Library, Bridgetown
George Washington House, Bridgetown
The Garrison Savannah
Trafalgar Square, Bridgetown
Codrington College
Sam Lord's Castle
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GRENADA
Churches
Plantation Structures

Military Structures

Historic Districts

Sauteur Anglican Church
"Old Church" at Grenville
Westerhall Estate
Calivigny Estate
La Sagesse Estate
Beausejour Estate
Richmond Hill (Fort Frederick and Fort
Matthew)
Hospital Hill (Old Fort)
Fort George (formerly Fort Royal)
St. George's
Gouyave (Charlotte Town)

JAMAICA
Churches
Plantation Structures
Military Structures
Urban Buildings
Sites
Monuments
Fortified Houses

St. James Parish Church, Montego Bay
Southfield Estate Ruins
Bryan Castle
Kenilworth Ruins
Fort Dundas (or Rio Bueno Fort)
Fort Haldane
Rodney's Lookout
Old King's House, Spanish Town
Kingston Public Hospital
Burial Site of Nanny at Moore Town
Rodney's Memorial
Stewart Castle

MARTINIQUE J FRENCH WEST INDIES
Military Structures

Fort Saint Louis (ancien Fort Royal)
Fort Desaix (ancien Fort Bourbon)

ST. CROIX J U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS
Plantation Structures
Military Structures
Historic Districts

Little La Grange
Sion Hill Estate
Whim Estate
Frederiksfort (Fort Frederik)
Frederiksted

ST. EUSTATIUS J NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
Churches
Military Structures
Historic Districts
Sites
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Dutch Reformed Church
Jewish Synagogue
Fort Orange (Fort Oranje)
Oranjestad, Lower Town
Oranjestad, Upper Town
Mikvah Jewish Cemetary

ST

I

KI TTS

Churches

Plantation Structures
Military Structures

Historic Districts
Sites

St. Anne's Anglican Church, Sandy Point
St. Thomas Anglican Church, Middle Island
Village
St. Mary's Anglican Church, Cayon Village
St. George's Anglican Church, Basseterre
St. Peter's Church, Monkey Hill Village
The Glen
Fountain Estate
Fort Smith
Fort Tyson
Fort Thomas
Palmetto Point Fort
Stone Fort
Charles Fort
Fig Tree Fort
Brjmstone Hill Fortress
Old Road Town
Bloody Bay (Willits Gut)
Bloody Point
Wingfield Estate Petroglyphs

ST. LUC IA

Military Structures
Historic Districts

Pigeon Island
Morne Fortune

ST. VINCENT

Plantation Structures
Military Structures

Historic Districts

Cane Grove Estate House
Harmony Hall Sugar Mill
Fort Charlotte
Hyde Point Battery
Cane Garden Fort
Battery at Byahut
Layou Fort
Fort Duvernette
Questelles Battery
Fort at Colonarie
Kingstown
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